
 

PERSONAL DETAILS

Eyob Bokru
wereda 8 Akakai kality,
, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

+251923096564
Eyob.bokru@gmail.com

Date of Birth:06/12/1996
Nationality: Ethiopian

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Linguistic editing
Translation,
Proofreading,
Interpretation,
Subtitling,
Voice-over
Computer
programming
hardware
Engineering
Technology

PERSONAL SKILLS

Hard worker
Open-minded
Friendly
Quick-Learner

Eyob Bokru
English>< Tigrinya Translator
PERSONAL SUMMARY
I am a freelancer and also have a good setup for these kinds of jobs. I am
working as an independent contractor on Video data collection with Appen
connect and as an independent contractor on Amharic Recording Check with
Appen China. I am also on board as a translator of English to Tigrinya and
vice versa with Ethiopia Language Services. I am a passionate person who
focuses on providing qualified work and delivering tasks in real-time. I have
had experience in Transcribing, Translating, Proofreading, Data Entry, and
Data collection since 2019, which is almost three years.

I am very familiar with Loft 2.0 Platforms for Transcription and Translation
tools like Trados Studio, XMT, and Memsource. I have a typing speed of 60
WPM and am a proficient user of Microsoft Word, Excel, and Google Docs
platforms. If you give me a chance to work with you, you will be happy with
my work. You can have my contact here below and we can arrange a time for
more communications. Looking forward to hearing from you!

WORK EXPERIENCE
Freelance Tigrinya translator (2019-present)
Working with various clients across the world in different fields, mainly
engineering, politics and economics.

East African Language Solutions
Local translation agency

Duties:
▪ Researching terminology to ensure the correct and accurate

translation is used.
▪ Delivering the final text just like the original, the reader never doubts

the fact that it is translated.
▪ Revising other sources while editing text.
▪ Relying on authentic and highly professional

dictionaries.

KEY SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES

▪ Trados Software
▪ Fast typewriter
▪ Well-trained on Microsoft Office
▪ Able to work to tight deadlines

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS

Bachelor-Computer Engineering,
Addis Ababa science and technology University 2015-2021

Native Tigrinya speaker

REFERENCES–Available upon request


